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BOARD PH II POWERPOINT NARRATION TRANSCRIPT
Welcome to the Bus Operator Security Training Program overview, a security awareness
course specifically designed for public transit bus operators.
This training is designed to enhance your abilities as a bus operator to:
• Quickly and effectively evaluate suspicious and dangerous activities
• Take actions to protect yourself and your passengers, and
• Provide timely and accurate information to law enforcement through your control
center
This summary and the full instructor-led course were developed by the Transportation
Security Administration (TSA) in cooperation with the National Transportation Security
Center of Excellence (NTSCOE), managed through the Science and Technology Directorate
of DHS. Through the intensive efforts of four universities and two federal agencies, the
team conducted extensive research both nationally and abroad to identify appropriate
countermeasures and related skill sets for bus operators relative to identifying suspicious
and dangerous activity and reacting appropriately with a focus on life safety concerns.
The application of this information must be done with respect to your agency’s procedures
and policies. Keep in mind that procedures and “acceptable measures” may change
based on threat levels or perceptions. These factors can be influenced by actual incidents,
either domestically or internationally, or by communications from federal agencies to your
system’s chief law enforcement officers.
Regardless of the current threat level, the use of basic skills such as being aware of
your surroundings, alert for things that are out of place, and diligent in reporting these
observations can significantly deter criminal and terrorist activity.
A bus is your “office”. It is where you safely, efficiently, and courteously move people to
work, school, home, and hundreds of other destinations.
Unfortunately, given the number of people who use public transit buses, as well as the
scheduled and published frequent service and operations in densely populated areas,
transit buses around the world have been targeted by various domestic and international
terrorists.
Simply put, the impact of an attack, typically using explosives and/or automatic weapons,
is horrific. For those fortunate enough to survive the attack, their lives will never again be
“normal” – forever changed by the physical and emotional scars.
While the presence of local or transit system police certainly enhances security and deters
criminal and terrorist attacks, they can not be on every bus and at every stop.
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As an operator, you and your colleagues are on every bus and at every stop. This put you
in a unique position to play a key role in preventing and effectively responding to terrorist
attacks. No one is more aware of the surroundings, on and off the bus, and the instinctive
ability to tell what is and what isn’t threatening, suspicious or out of place, and normal. You
also have the ability to report and/or react to these situations in “real-time” that can greatly
assist law enforcement and protect your life and the lives of your customers and the public.
To some degree you are already doing this. When you come upon an accident, emergency
construction, or other road hazards and obstructions, you report them to the control center
so other operators can be informed and diversions, if needed, can be implemented.
While typically far less frequent, you also report criminal acts such as vandalism, robberies,
and assaults as soon as it’s safe to do so.
Likewise, your role in counter-terrorism is to be aware surroundings and report activities
that, to you, appear to be dangerous or suspicious, and when the situation warrants, take
appropriate and reasonable actions to avoid dangerous activities to protect yourself and
your passengers.
When you observe suspicious activity, your primary role is to provide a factual description
of the activity to law enforcement, through your control center or other agency-defined
contact. Similar to the “See Something, Say Something” campaigns launched by the US
Department of Homeland Security and transit agencies across the country, the focus of
your responsibility is to report what you feel is suspicious based on your training, your
experience, and your instincts.
Suspicious activity is not something that you feel is an immediate or near-term threat to the
safety of you or others but something that is happening that just seems out-of-place, not
right, or not easily explainable.
The key in identifying suspicious activity is NOT to focus on Who, meaning the race, ethnicity,
gender, or religious beliefs of those we think might be involved in suspicious activities, but
rather to focus on identifying the behaviors. Determining suspicion based on a person’s ethnic,
racial, or other “profile” is not only a violation of their civil rights and liberties, it is proven to be
ineffective in identifying real suspicious activities that could be threatening to your safety and
security.
When observing behaviors, you need to consider the big picture and all of the factors involved
in any situation:

• What is the activity?
• Where is the activity occurring?
• When is the activity taking place? and
• How is the activity being conducted?
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Concentrating on a combination of these four factors will help you identify suspicious
activities as you go through your day.
“What” describes the type of activity. Asking questions, studying operations, accessing
restricted areas, attempting to sabotage or steal information or items, or making threats
are some examples or suspicious activities.
“Where” and “When” are rather straightforward. What is the location and time of the activity
and do one or both of these factors make it suspicious or more suspicious?
“How” can cover a number of things including the way in which the person is behaving while
conducting the activity. If someone is open about photographing local landmarks, they are
clearly behaving in a different and most likely less suspicious manner than someone who
is trying to hide the fact that they are videotaping buses and/or employees arriving and
departing a major transfer point.
The following types of suspicious activity are some examples of behaviors that could be
terrorism-related and should be reported when observed.
• Access of a restricted area such as offices, garages, employee break rooms, or
areas not open to the public by an unauthorized person. Someone may attempt
this to see how strong or “hard” your systems security measures are. By trying to
walk into secure or non-public areas such as garages someone may be trying to
see if there are measures to prevent non-employees from doing so. If the person is
stopped and questioned he or she will usually pretend to be lost.
• Misrepresentation, like pretending to be a delivery person, or presentation of false or
stolen credentials, such as employee ID badges, to try and gain access to restricted
areas or sensitive information.
• Theft or loss of materials associated with your agency, such as ID badges, uniforms,
radios or cell phones, emergency equipment that would allow someone to breach
physical or cyber security systems.
• Sabotage, tampering, or vandalism of agency vehicles, facilities, or other equipment
or property.
• An expressed or implied threat to harm employees or customers or damage agency
property, such as written or verbal threats.
• Seeking abnormal or security sensitive information about an agency’s staff,
customers, operations, facilities, or equipment, such as attempts to obtain
personnel records, equipment design, or staff training related to agency security.
Security sensitive information, or SSI, is material and data that is most often NOT
available through online or other public sources and should be carefully guarded
by your system’s management. This is material that a person intending to attack
your system or a nearby target would be very interested in. Do not divulge security
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sensitive information or talk about agency policies or procedures. Just because
people ask you questions, however, does not mean they are criminals or terrorists,
but if possible, you should ask them questions to determine their intentions and
inform them of what are acceptable topics for discussions and questions. This will
send a message of professionalism and security diligence. In any case, anyone who
asks for information that is available on your agency’s website, printed material, or
through customer service is NOT trying to obtain SSI since it is already available to
the public.
• Testing or probing of agency security to reveal physical, personnel, or cyber security
capabilities and vulnerabilities, such as repeated false alarms intended to test and
observe employee and first responder behaviors and procedures, and
• Conducting surveillance through photography or studied-observation of staff,
customers, operations, or facilities, conducted in a covert manner so as not to be
detected or confronted by employees or law enforcement officers or photography of
sensitive and not-normal subjects of artists, tourists, or hobbyists, such as employee
access gates, CCTV camera, or fuel storage tanks.

Remember, photography and other similar activities are constitutionally protected activities
unless connected to other activities such as trespassing and should only be reported when
they indeed appear to be suspicious or out of the norm for a particular area or region.
Trespassers, regardless of their activities, are violating procedures and breaking the law
and should be reported immediately.
It is important to note that people who are conducting surveillance are trying hard to not be
seen or detected. The primary way for a criminal or terrorist to study a target is by viewing
operations and/or facilities from remote, obscure, or covert locations, This can be done by:
• Using binoculars or long-lens cameras in unusual places
• Individuals or vehicles seen at stops, terminals, or along routes for prolonged or
multiple periods
• Sightings of similar or exactly the same persons or vehicles along routes or at
facilities, and
• Individuals or vehicles quickly leaving when seen or approached
Surveillance is critical to a terrorist choosing a target and planning and carrying out a
successful attack. It is when they are actively studying your system, usually recording
information in some manner, to gain a better understanding of your operations and
security weaknesses. It is also the time when they, the terrorists, become most vulnerable
to detection and apprehension.
If someone at one of your agency’s facilities, on your bus, or at a stop appears to be lost
or acting abnormally – but not dangerously – and it is within your agency’s protocol, ask
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a few open-ended questions, those requiring more than “yes” or “no” answers. Based on
your experience, you will often be able to quickly determine if they are indeed lost or are
acting suspicious. The key indicators in their answers or responses are:
• What they say – do the answers make sense or are they trying to act like they know
what they’re talking about when they clearly don’t. Someone who is lost will most
likely not know how to get where they want to go but they should know where they
want to go
• How they respond – are they stammering or being vague or evasive or are they
being direct and clear. In most cases, people who are lost will be looking for and
welcome help
• How they act – while cultural nuances cause some people to act differently, someone
who is genuinely lost or in need of help – while still being rattled or upset – will show
some sign of relief and possible appreciation when afforded some information or
direction that will help. For someone who is trying to hide their intentions or actions,
they will typically get more nervous and elusive in their responses
In cases where their behavior is not explainable and therefore suspicious, your role is to
report their activity and location, as well as a description of the person so law enforcement
can identify and locate them, to the control center as soon as possible.
In some cases, what you observe may not be suspicious or questionable but may indeed
appear threatening or dangerous. Many people, particularly those who regularly deal with
the public and “open” environments, like buses and bus terminals, have a keen sense of
what is dangerous to them. Something instinctive triggers a heightened level of awareness
and the person quickly develops action plans for self-preservation. These situations could
range from seeing one or more customers board your bus while trying to conceal weapons
under their coats to a mutual feeling on the part of you and some of your passengers
that a bomb has been left on your bus. In any situation where you and/or some of your
passengers feel in danger, you should take actions, provided they are in line with your
agency’s procedures, to protect your safety and the safety of others. This could include
a device or substance on your bus or some kind of activity at a bus stop in front of you.
In any case, keep a level head, don’t jump to conclusions but also don’t second guess
your gut instincts, experience, and training. If you feel there is danger, react appropriately.
Remember, making no decision and taking no action is ultimately making a decision to
take no action.
In cases where the threat is on the bus, calmly and safely pull over, evacuate and secure
the bus by closing the doors behind you, request that people move away and stay away
from the bus, and report your location and the situation to the control center as quick as
possible. If you feel the threat is a package or device – do not move or touch it. If you
feel the threat is one of your passengers, possibly one carrying an automatic weapon or
wearing or carrying an explosive device, curb your bus, announce that the bus is out of
service due to a mechanical problem, direct everyone to leave, and after securing the
empty bus, contact the control center to report your location, the situation, and request
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assistance. Under no circumstances should you approach or engage the person or person
you perceive as the threat.
When there is a situation where there appears to be a dangerous person or condition at a
stop, take appropriate steps, that are in-line with your agency’s procedures, to avoid exposing
yourself and your passengers to that threat. Do not continue driving your route but safely stop
your bus away from the danger and report the situation to the control center immediately. You
may also be asked to take actions such as this in situations where there is an elevated security
threat level or direct threat to your system.
How you report your observations of suspicious or dangerous activity will depend on the
seriousness of the situation and your agency’s policies and procedures. However, keep in mind
that reporting suspicious activity hours or days later will significantly impact law enforcement’s
ability to follow-up on the report. Timely reporting may allow for police to witness the activity
themselves and question the people involved. Even if you did not report your observations
immediately, it is never too late to do so. This is especially critical if you hear other operators
formally or informally mentioning situations. Terrorists may conduct surveillance and preattack activities for several weeks or months prior to an attack. Confirming or corroborating
other reports and/or contributing additional information will assist police in their investigation
efforts.

In every transit system the control center is your primary point of contact and is there to
manage and support all operations and service. Dispatchers can communicate with all
operators and route or street supervisors as well as contact emergency services when
needed.
In any situation, quickly plan out what you are going to report and make sure you have the
important details. It is difficult to make a clear report to others before it is clear in your mind.
Make sure your report is concise by eliminating information that is not essential.
As much as possible, try and remain calm. If you show visible signs of fear, anger, or
anxiety you may tip off the potential attacker, putting yourself and others in danger or
possibly lose the opportunity to make a complete report. Even when there is no potential
attacker present, you may frighten your customers and incite chaos.
Clearly reporting and communicating information is CRITICAL to the security of your
system. Don’t let other people’s actions or reactions dissuade you from doing what you
can do and should do to keep yourself and others safe. Use short, clear sentences. Make
sure the person you are speaking with knows your exact location. In verbal reports,
especially over the radio/phone, clarify words that could be misunderstood. Differences in
word meaning and misinterpretation can be major sources of communication failure.
When making a report the most import information is your location and a factual description
of the situation. Briefly explain what has happened and be ready for questions. Provide
the location of activity, explain specific activities and behaviors and, if appropriate, give a
description of people, devices or weapons, and vehicles involved in the activity.
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These are the key pieces of information that law enforcement personnel will need to know
to send help. When possible, give a specific address and location and use landmark
references carefully and only when other information is not available. Time that may
be wasted trying to find a location with incomplete information could have significant
consequences.
When calling in, you should not embellish the report with unnecessary background
information. To the best of your ability, answer all the questions you may be asked and
don’t be afraid to say that you don’t know something. Letting your imagination fill in the
blanks could lead police in the wrong direction or to the wrong conclusion.
After you make the initial report, confirm that it has been received and understood.
Ask for feedback from the dispatcher if it is not provided. If there is any confusion or
misunderstanding you have the opportunity to correct it. Answer any follow-up or clarifying
questions to the best of your ability and knowledge. Don’t make up information or guess in
a response to a question. Stick to the facts regarding what you saw and heard.
Remember, when observing behaviors, the key in identifying suspicious activity is NOT to
focus on “who”, meaning the race, ethnicity, gender, or religious beliefs of those we think
might be involved in suspicious activities – which could be a violation of their civil rights,
but rather to focus on identifying what the activity is, where and when is it happening, and
how it is being conducted. Concentrating on a combination of these four factors is the most
effective way to identify suspicious activities.
You and your co-workers are an integral part of your agency’s and the community’s fight
against terrorism. Your eyes and ears on the streets, your training and experience, and
your ability to quickly report suspicious and/or dangerous activity is a unique and vital
resource to law enforcement efforts. While you may not be a First Responder, through
your alertness and engagement, you may be a First Preventer.
We hope this training has enhanced your abilities as a bus operator to:
• Quickly and effectively evaluate suspicious and dangerous activities
• Take actions to protect yourself and your passengers, and
• Provide timely and accurate information to law enforcement through your control
center
Additional courses and training materials, focusing on security and terrorism awareness,
are available through the US Department of Homeland Security and the US Department
of Transportation. Ask your supervisor, labor union leader, or your agency’s training or law
enforcement department for more information.
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